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these 1:1.ttributes presuvpose the same structure 1"hich d�termines how the mind 

thinks. By this method of examining the )re-conditions of thought and 

ex1ierience, Kant ans1"ered his classic question, 1 1Hmv are universal srnthetic 

a f)riori Judgments _tJOSsible?" 

No.v Kant 1Jroceeded to distinguish bet··r<3en the JJhenomena, whose conce ptivn 

rests ui:ion sense ex.iJerience, and the noumena, whose conception extends be.rend 

sense experience. These noULiena have no intelligible content, for all mental 

content consists of sense experience. Ho·-vever, since the existence of a sea 

of raw factuality is not due to the mind ( though the nature of factuality· 

appearing in cognition is due to the structure of the mind ) , it is natural for 

the mind to tend to think of ex�erience itself as existing outside sense

perception. So '.Ve can think of the nownena as existing, though i1.rhether they· 

do exist, and ":hat nature they have "re cannot say. In short, the noumenal 

realm is the realm of unrationalized, quality-less factuality, the realm of 

1)ure potentiality, the realm of Chance concerning vrhich no meaningful predica

tion can be made. 

Continuing, Kant moved toward higher S.fntheses in which he transcended 

the understanding and worked with the ideals of 11ure reason. The unifying 

element in the categorizing activities of the mind ·may be called the soul. 

The unifJing title given to the ,_.henomena 1.•ibich are intui tea or kno·"n through 

the catesories is the universe. And the higher synthesis of all thinking 

subjects and obJects of thought is God. Since these higher unities are not 

demonstrable, indeed provoke the paralogisms r.nd antinomics of �ure rea.son, 

Ki;.nt assigned to 11transcendental O.ialectic11 the flmction of exposing the 

"transcendental illusion11 that counterpa.rts of the Ideas of Pure Reason 

necessarilf exist. The grea.test o:' all possible illusions is that because ·rn 
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CHA. TER II 

HEGEL 

The next v.Ti ter whose 7mrk we shall mention is Hegel, for Hegel only 

_t)ushed to greater lo"'ica.1 consistenc,t t:be basic tenets of Kant. Kant had 

retained the ideas of pure mind and pure fact, if only as limiting concepts . 

Fichte had discarded t he objective thing-in-itself and had made the thinking 

subj ect sui-1pl,f the content as well as the form of ex:;.ierience. But his con

cept of the AbsolJ.te .Ego retaineO. t.l!e subJectiv� thing-in-itself. Schelling , 

too, hC1.d reLained. a vestige of "the old ,11eta1Jhysic,11 for his Absolute al.so 

resembled Lhtl Kantian limit of thing-in-itself. 

It was left for He;_;el to break com�Jletel.r ·.'!i th the ideas of subj ec ti ve 

a.url obJ ecti ve thines-in-thernselves; for him the re11l was tht7 rational, and t11e 

ratic,nal '!.ras the real. Yet he adwi tted the contention of the Rationalis ts 

th&t unless .. ,,e have coin�rehensi ve knocvledge of all reality , we cannot reall.t 

understanu one fact. So He5el aiJpealed to an all-embracing Absolute, ,yet an 

Absolute tna t reyuireo. the WOi'ld and human ex.r:-'erience as its correla i ve. 

Plato had vainly tried to bridge the · o:cld. of sense and the -,,orld of 

ideas. Aristot le c·ru1ted to nake form and matter correlative in order to 

bring ther.1 togeth8r.. Kant did in fact corr0la ti vize mind and fact, but left 

)Llre mind and !,.iuru fac b o.bstractl,y o,J,Josirit; each other. Hegel comeletelr 

correlativized mind and fact in the knowin� ,;rocess. 'iis de1rice for connect

in,� t!18 one and the man.f, the Ideal E.nci tne Real, �ras the conce ,Jt of the 

dial.ectic. 

The ele;nental Cvncei)t of ::Jur-e being Hegel found to be indistin6uish&ble 
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the consciousness . What is the criterion of value-judgments? It is feeling , 

and nothing but feeling , according to Ritschl . Then if a depraved individual 
� 

derives pleasure from thinking of God in a most debased and vulgar sense , who 

can obj ect? We have descended into the quagmire of hedonism. 

TJrtie , Herrmann, who followed Ritschl and became the mo s t  definitive 

theologian of the movement , was a better Kantian . His criterion of value

judgments was the conscience , and the moral imperative . But which principle 

shall be allowed to govern , the utilitarian, or the moral? If the categorical 

imperative is to rule , then devotion to duty precludes the idea of a deter-

minative reference to subj ective value . If I am to be guided by the � of 

an idea for me , then why introduce the issue of "ought? " Ritschl himself and 

Kaftan could not appeal to the imperative of duty, for ethics was determined 

in the same way as religious knowledge . In any event , an obj ective criterion 

for assessing value-judgments was wanting . Applied to the field of moral 

action ,  such a scheme would yield anarchy .  Here is religious eudaemonism 

gone to seed . 

The similarity to Schleierma.oher • s  jump in logic is patent . Schleier-

maoher concluded from the consciousness of dependence on God to the reality 

of God . Ritschl concluded from the value of the idea of God to the reality 

of God . In both oases we have a film. sequitur . 

Feeling the need for some tangible ground of belief , Ritsohl returned 

to the idea of revelation .  Revelation he construed as a check upon our 

value-j udgments . Revelation is contained in the historical person of Jesus 

Christ . Thi s flight to history is made as an alternative to Schleiermacher 1 s  

appeal to the human consciousnes s .  Thus a Ritschlian denies being interested 

in the human consoiousness; rather he purports to be concerned with analysi s 
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terion of religious knowledge , �· the pragmatic principle . What works in 

religion is true as revelation . 

Looking back, what have been the fruits of the school of Ritschl? We 

must confess that its inf��ence has been intense and broad . Herrmann at 

Marburg was its greatest theologian , with Kaftan , successor to Dorner at 

Berlin a close second . Harnack was its church hi storian, Schultz its Old 

Testament theologian , Wendt its New Testament leader . Certainly a large part 

of the school ' s  influence lay in the attractiveness of its claim to emancipate 

Christianity from the vicissitudes of science and speculative philosophy . 

But it must also be confessed that most of the cardinal tenets of the 

historic Christian faith were evi scerated at the hands of the Ritschlians . 

Christ was humanized . The influence of Jesus today was made to be merely a 

prolongation of the effeQts of his historical existence . His uniqueness was 

destroyed . Thus the central figure in "revelation" was effectually robbed of 

his value for us as God, to descend for a moment to the pragmatism of the 

Ritsahlians themselves. The doctrines of the Trinity ,  the ontological Sonahip, 

the Virgin Birth were ignored as irrelevant to human experience. The view of 

revelation that holds that God has broken in upon the human scene in a new 

and redemptive manner was !!: eriori excluded . And man was left imprisoned 

within the four walls of his own s�n�tortured consciousness . 

Was this sorry superstructure of an emasculated Christianit.r that had 

nothing more in common with the historic faith than terminology related to the 

philosophical foundations and presuppositions undern�ath1 It appears so , 

notwithstanding the claims for independence of theology from philosophy. 

Mackintosh sums the isque forcibly : 

It cannot be denied that the deliberate limitation of thought to what 
is capable of being practically experienced and translated into active life 
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which Bitschl had learned from Kant , tended incidentally to fost�r an earthly 
perspective in re}igion and to .suggest a much reduced version of some of the 
greatest Biblical conceptions .41 

· Then aoe the epistemological commitments of critical idealism such that 

Christianity cannot be successfully built them'? Thus it would seem . Again, 

Mackintosh : 

Though professedly independent of philosop�, Bitschlianism really 
rests upon a certain theory of human knowledge . If Kantianism is mistaken , 
Herrmann ' s  system o f  theology falls like a house of cards .42 

41 . Mackintosh, Trpes of Modern Theology, p .  174 . 

42 . Mackintosh, " The Ritschlian · noctrine of Religious and Theoretical 
Knowledge , "  p .  44 .  
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CHAPTER VI 

BARTH 

The final figure to be mentioned in this survey is the Swiss theologian, 

Karl Barth . To set forth Barth ' s  views on revelat-ion and their epistemological 

foundations would require a very voluminous thesis ,  and such a task may not 

even be possible for years . For Barth is now at the height of his literary 

activity, and his writings till now have exhibited a distinct metamorphosis . 

It is a far cry from Barth ' s  early articles4 5 and the R6ruerbrief to the latest 

volumes <?f the Kirchliche Dogmatik . And yet perhaps there is an underlying 

motif that ties the whole together . 

Barth was trained in theology by William Herrmann and Adolf von Harnack ,  

able exponents of the Ritschlian theology . Critical epistemology was accepted 

by him 'a� the only · intellectually respectable view available . Orthodox,r • s  

views on the . problem of knowledge had received no adequate post-Kantian state-

ment . And Rome continued to profes s  the medieval Thomist balance which simply 

ignored Hume and Kant. 

Even before Barth entered his first pastorate his mind was troubled over 

the insipid , humanistic conclusions r�ached by the Ritschlians . Ritschl had 

succeeded in producing but a thin veneer for the Romantic movement, and the 

veneer was beginning to peel off .  I t  became increasingly clear that in 

Ritschlianism only the vocabulary of historic Christianity remained .  

45 . The earliest published articles were written in 1909 for the Zeitschrift 
& ·Theologie � Kirche ; "Moderne Theologie und Reichsgottesarbeit , "  pp . 
517 f� . ,  and 11Antwort an E .  Chr . Achelis und D .  Drew, 11 pp . 479 ff . 
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originating outside my own consciousness and coming to me . It is the act in 

which man is confronted by God . God takes the initiative ; I am completely 

passive . Liberalism bad confused the voice of God with the voice of man , and 

even orthodoxy had allowed man the ability to listen to God . But man must be 

completely passive , and God must be kept completely free . In this way man i s  

denied the right to manipulate revelation o r  to construct systems i n  which 

revelation is supposedly codified and categorized .  But if man i s  completely 

passive with no capacity even to listen to God, bow does man receive revelation? 

Barth answers :  by the aid of the Holy Spirit . 

The important thing to note is that revelation is confrontation of 

personalities ,  and that alone . It i s  actus purus . The area in which it 

occurs is the area of dialectical metaphysical tension between man an d  God . 

There is a record of the speaking God contained in the Bible . But the Bible 

itself is not revelation ; it is merely a pointer ( Hinweis) to revelation . 

When God speaks to me , He speaks through the medium of the Bible . 

What does He say? I cannot communicate what He says to me to anyone else , 

for the moment I translate revelation into speech or writing I have clothed 

it with the relativities and changes of semantic , historical and personal 

relationships .  Revelation can be communicated to a human heart by God only . 

I cannot even tell myself what God bas spoken , for if I make the attempt , what 

I say may witness to the revelation, but it is not revelation. Revelation is 

both witnessed to and at the same time obscured by the report of it.  As soon 

as it is reported , it is no longer revelation that is reported • . Goethe ' s  

aph,orism expres ses the idea well ; 11Spricht die Seele , so spricht ach schon 

die Seele nicht mehr . 11 

Upon reading the Bible , one may be addressed by God . When he i s ,  
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God to reveal Himself to man in the Son, had to become exhaustively man, 
so now man, if he is to know God , must become exhaustively divine . As 
God the. great Subj ect had , to reveal himself , to be so truly God aa to be 
more than God , namely , man, ao man, th� mere obj ect ,  to receive the 
revelation of God , has to be more than man; name""Iy God . God can be known 
by God only .44 

Again , if it is indeed man who is enabled by the Spirit to receive 

revelation, what is the Anknilpfungspunkt between the Holy Spirit and man? 

Is roan changed metaphysically? Or is he renewed morally? If the former , then 

the gulf bridged by the Mediator was a gulf of being, not a gulf of sin . If 

the latter , then man cannot be denied the capacity for receiving revelation . 

Indeed, man then reacts to revelation constantly before regeneration , though 

always negatively . 

Again, is truth only encounter? Can it not be expressed in propo sitions? 

If God speaks to me through the Scripture text , " Christ died for our sins , 11 

then may not that Scripture be regarded as true for me even when God is not 

addressing me through it? If not ,  then the problem of truth seems to be 

silrrendered . If so , then may I not put that Scri¥ture together with other 

Scriptures to form a s-1stem? We apprehend the meaning of one fact only by 

re�ating it to other facts . It would be strange to say that the value of a 

message from God is enhanced , or that the essence of a message from God has 

ach_ieve<i reality ,  to the degree in which it is unrelated and therefore 

unknown . If no permanence can be attributed to revelation expressible in 

logical- predication, then all theology is impossible , and all dogmatics must 

be discarded as worthles s ,  including the Kirchli che Dogmatik . 

Further, if I can read , " Christ died for our sins" at one time without 

44 .  c .  Van Til , The New Modernism (Philadelphia t The Presbyterian and Re
formed Publi shing Company, 1947 ) ,  p .  156 . 
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the Bible can be regarded as historical . The line between Gescbichte and 

Heilsgeschichte is drawn subjectively, and the proof is had by observing each 

dialectical theologian drawing it to suit his own tastes . 

The opposition between God ' s  Word and man ' s  word carries over also into 

preaching . 

In all this we see a fundamental opposition between God and man , an 

unbridgable gulf, an impassible chasm . God and man never meet . The human 

reflects , points to the divine . What is the nature of this opposition? Rather 

than being an opposition between God and sin , God and Satan , it is merely an 

opposition between God and man .  More exactly it is an opposition between two 

types of being distinguished not as holy and unholy, but as higher and lower . 

Professor Wingren claims : 

The distinction between the Creator and the creature is the basic 
opposition of the system. The opposition between God and sin takes an 
entirely subordinate position . 49 

When one considers Barth ' s  views on revelation, especially his activism, 

his dialectical tension, his use of paradox, his concept of sin , his view of 

history and primal history, his idea of the imago Dei ,  his conceptions of 

creation and eschatology , one wonders whether there is discoverable in the 

points where he departs from the older orthodox constructions a pattern . 

And one wonders further whether this pattern bears any resemblance to the 

parallel developments in philosophy, notwithstanding Barth ' s  vehement denials 

of dependence upon philosophy . I s  there still a substrate of Critical epis te-

mology , and with it , vestiges of idealism and larger evidences of existentialism? 

49 . Prof . Gustaf Wingren , "The Word in Barth and Luther , "  Evangelical 
Quarterly , Oct. 1949 , p .  272 . 
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Profe ssor Van Til thinks this is true . It is a point worthy of further study . 

More important , does Barth do full justice to the Biblical representation of 

revelation? Surely he is as welcome as a fresh breeze on a sultry day after 

decades of Rationalism and Romanticism . But perhaps it would be better to say 

that on certain c ounts he has been moving in the right direction than to say 

that his construction is the Eleroma of the truth . He , of all people , would 

shudder at the last sugge stion . 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE ARCHIMEDEAN POINT 

" Give me a place to stand , "  cried Archimede s , " and I will move the world . 11 

This is one of the most basic and profound insights in all the history of human 

thought . One cannot move an obj ect upon which one is standing . Neither can 

one interpret a world in which he is living . Yet the genius of all non-Chris

tian thought , from Socrates to the Vienna Circle has been the attempt to do 

j ust that . When man is made the measure of all things ,  when the human con

sciousness is made the starting-point, the only possible interpretative prin

ciple will be immanental . 

But is there an Archimedean point from which to start? The Christian avers 

that there i s ,  but , for reasons which will be clear presently, he expects no 

non-Christian ever to agree with him as to what that point is . For the Chris

tian , the Archimedean point is God Himself--the self-contained , triur1e God of 

the Bible . How do we come to fix upon such a point? We are able thus to root 

our thinking outside this space-time world because that God has come to us . 

This God is self-contained , therefore he is independent of our conception of 

him . He is triune , hence unity and plurality are equally ultimate in his being . 

The Biblical conception of God further repre sents him as creating in 

tempore , or � tempore , the world and man .  The world bears the stamp of the 

Creator and is a general revelation of him . SO Man, too , i s  created by God , and 

he also bears the mark of the Creator . 51 Man ' s being is not contiguous, but 

QO � Psalm 19 : 1 .  

51 .  Romans 1 : 18-2 2 .  
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analagous to God ' s  being . Man ' s  thought is at no point identical to, but is 

again analagous to God ' s  thought . Man ' s  self-knowledge involves also know

ledge of God . There is no man that does not know , not � God , but the true 

God . 

Then enters the problem of sin . The Fall as de scribed in Genesis the 

third chapter is to be taken as historical . Man as man i s  in no dialectical 

tension with God � he is in communion with God . It is man as a sinner that is 

in rebellion against God . The nature of man was changed in the Fall , not 

metaphysically, but morally . As a sinner man denies the revelation of God 

around him and within him . As Paul says , "he supresses the truth in unright

eousnes s .  11 52 The image of God in man i s  now wounded-, but it is not wholly 

effaced . There is an " old nature " in the sinner which reminds him at the 

swine-trough of the Father ' s  house . And tbis " old nature , "  the vestige of 

the imago Dei , serves as the Anknftpfungspunkt for the evangel . Every man 

knows himself to be not only a creature of the true God, but also a sinner 

before that God . Because of this image of God, man reacts constantly to God ' s  

revelation in nature , in conscience , and , when it comes to him, in the Bible , 

even though he is morally estranged from God ,  albeit always negatively . 

Thus man ,  by the Fall , now has two needs before God . Obj ectively , he 

needs a fully-accomplished redemption and the news of it brought to him . Sub

j ectively , he neede?the application of that redemption to enable him to receive 

i t .  He needs light, and the power of sight . General revelation , sufficient for 

man as man ,  i s  not sufficient for man as a sinner . God must work first for him, 

52 . Romans 1 : 18 .  "Holds" in the A . V .  i s  katexo in the Greek . 
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God and witnessed to by the Holy Spirit in the hearts of the redeemed . 

Thus there are both the obj ective and the subj ective provi si ons for man ' s 

redemption . On this basis there is the possibility for the construction of 

theologies and creeds, and �so the necessity for continual return to the 

touchstone of exegesis . Can a theology or a creed claim ultimate truthfulness? 

Yes ,  and no . The problem of partial knowledge is no difficulty for the Chris

tian. The non-Christian judge may never be sure of the truth because he can 

never know that all the evidence i s  in .  One new fact may serve to vitiate all 

that has gone before . But the Chri stian knows that his theological proposi

tions are true , even if par.tial, for their source is God who knows himself and 

the world exhaustively . So , for example , the Christian may regard Nioea and 

Chalcedon, not as the end of Clilristological development, nor yet as only ten

tative and tenuous gains , but as permanently valid steps of progress , and he 

continues to explore the written Word under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, 

implicating into God ' s truth in ever wider and higher sweeps . Thus does he 

think God ' s  thoughts after hin . 

We believe that an.v satisfactory Christian view of revelation must accept 

this Archimedean point of interpretation if it would burst the prison-house of 

the human consciousness . And such a view must also be faithful to the Biblical 

concepts of temporal creation, the image of God in man, the historical Fall, the 

moral view of sin, the necessity of palingene sis for the favorable reception of 

all revelation, the obj ectivit� of the written Word, and the distinction be

tween the revelation of God and the subsequent illumination of the Holy Spirit . 
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